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104. 
14K Gold-Plated Stelring Silver Logo Starter Necklace

An interlocking 14k gold-plated design shimmers with elegant branding and 
cubic zirconia accents. Explore Michael’s collection of sterling silver bracelets, 
earrings, and rings to find a variety styles that complement this piece.

US$ 149

105. 
14K Gold-Plated Sterling Silver Logo Stud Earrings

With luxe 14k gold-plating and CZ accents, these Kors MK sterling 
silver studs add a touch of glamour to any wardrobe. Style them with 
our matching logo starter necklace to complete the look.

US$ 99

106. 
Portia Stainless Steel Ladies Watch

With a minimalist gold-tone dial featuring a pavé subdial, rounded 
gold-tone case and mesh bracelet, the ladies’ Portia watch is classically 
chic. Two year international warranty.

US$ 249

Limited Time Offers

Until Stocks Last
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107. 
Chronograph Black Leather Mens Watch

This 43mm watch features a black dial with silver stick indexes, chronograph 
movement and black leather strap. Two year international warranty.

US$ 299

108. 
Allure Brown Leather Strap Black Dial Gents Watch

Vintage-inspired style for standout men, BOSS Allure boasts ghosted sub-eye, 
tachymeter print bezel, and perforated leather strap. Water-resistant up to 5 ATM, 
2-year warranty.

US$ 300

109. 
Black Three Hand & Date Stainless Steel Gents Watch

This 42mm Fossil watch has a 3 hand movement with date, a black dial and a 
stainless steel bracelet. Two year international warranty.

US$ 185

110. 
Scarlett Stainless Steel Ladies Watch

This 32mm Scarlette Mini features a gold sunray dial, three-hand date movement and 
a two-tone silver and gold stainless steel bracelet. Two year international warranty.

US$ 149

Limited Time Offers
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113. 
White leather strap, Champagne Dial Ladies Watch

For the minimalist who appreciates clean and contemporary design, 
this new age timepiece is all that and more. Classy, well designed, and 
bonus - white strap that’s made of genuine leather. The transparent 
champagne dial with a gold case and a sub dial that reads the seconds 
is a perfect combination of modern and classic. It’s truly a watch that is 
destined to never go out of style.

US$ 159

113. 
White leather strap, Champagne Dial Ladies Watch

For the minimalist who appreciates clean and contemporary design, 

112. 
Casual Ladies Watch

A trendy timepiece. The 38mm asymmetric skeleton dial has applied 
indexes and a reflector ring detail. It features a gold-plated mesh 
bracelet. 3 ATM. Two year international warranty.

US$ 199

111. 
Casual Gents Watch

An iconic casual watch that is unmistakably Tommy Hilfiger. The tonal 
bezel and dial combination is paired with a soft blue leather strap. 
A 44mm case features a vertical brushed texture dial with sunray 
sub-eyes. 5 ATM/ 50 Meters. Two year international warranty.

US$ 179

112. 
Casual Ladies WatchCasual Ladies Watch

A trendy timepiece. The 38mm asymmetric skeleton dial has applied A trendy timepiece. The 38mm asymmetric skeleton dial has applied 
indexes and a reflector ring detail. It features a gold-plated mesh indexes and a reflector ring detail. It features a gold-plated mesh 

Casual Ladies WatchCasual Ladies Watch

114. 
12.12 Polo Unisex Watch

Lacoste reinvents the Lacoste 12.12 for a new generation as it reinterprets 
the brand’s signature watch in a sleek and minimalist design. With a new 
rounded and faceted 42mm case and matt-finish bezel, the timepiece is 
inspired by the iconic polo shirt. It features a crocodile at 3 o’clock, and a 
petit piqué pattern at the center of the silicone strap and the outer of the 
bold curved dial. 5 ATM. Two year International warranty.

US$ 99

LACOSTE.12.12 THE POLOSHIRT IN A WATCH COLLECTION

Until Stocks Last

Limited Time Offers
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115. 
Smart Wallet

Your safe travel companion, the Bally Smart Wallet with RFID protection 
will house and protect from fraud up to 6 smooth or 5 embossed cards 
inside a sturdy aluminum case. Access your cards easily via an external 
lever without opening the button closure clasp. This top grain leather 
wallet,  finished with the iconic Bally Stripe, also features an internal 
cash and two additional non-protected card slips.

US$ 190

116. 
Large Embroidery Wallet

A large rectangular wallet with floral embroidery, tone-on-tone 
geometric motifs and several compartments and pockets.

US$ 80

117. 
Slimwallet - Cool Grey

The Slimwallet is the perfect accessory for the modern minimalist. 
Crafted with care in the Netherlands, this pocket-sized wallet is 
designed to hold all your essentials with ease. From banknotes to 
cards, the Slimwallets clever design ensures easy access to everything 
you need. Plus, the Cardprotectors sleek titanium finish adds a touch 
of style to your everyday routine.

US$ 99

Limited Time Offers
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